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Fix List for MONITOR version 8.0.6 

 

General 

 AFOG-9LEJGZ - Monitor Document Converter is updated because Windows Printer Spooler froze after 
printout. 

 FOHN-9PJKUJ - If you made file import with wildcards in the EDI Links procedure without EDI Data only 
the first file was imported. 

 JLIN-9RPLK3 - Save layout on the Info menu didn’t work for the field Rev. in the window Multiple locations, 
that for instance can be opened from the Update Part - Inventory procedure. 

 AFOG-9RVJ4L - Information about sequence number, sub-number and computer name is added to the log 
of AutoRuns. The added information make it easier to trace runs that overlap in time. The log is found in 
the Monwin\log directory on the server and is called auto.log. 

 JEDS-9RWKLY - The layouts on the Activities tab in different procedures were not uniform. 

 AFOG-9SKK4A - If you added a procedure to My windows when the Toolbar was inactive, the Toolbar 
wasn’t automatically displayed. 

 MSVK-9SSC33 - If you had set that VAT shall be displayed on forms in the Form Settings procedure, the 
VAT wasn’t displayed on the forms if there were several VAT codes. 

 AFOG-9STDNG - The logon window during startup of a Test company incorrectly displayed it as a Historical 
company. 

 JEDS-9SWDW4 - The Document Viewer didn’t work if more than one document was linked to Description 
Purchase order in the Part Info procedure. 

 AFOG-9SXDLR - Incorrect icon for test- and historical company could be displayed in the Logon window. 

 JLIN-9T5H7Q - If you opened a PopUp by using F4 and pressed the right arrow button before the 
information was loaded and displayed, MONITOR locked. 

 JELA-9T8H9H - The Find window (under the Edit menu) didn’t work when you closed all procedure 
windows and a new procedure window was opened. 

 AFOG-9TEHF3 - The Web help in MONITOR didn’t start in the standard Web browser. 

 AFOG-9TKB95 - In the window Customize the alternative Go to next field with Enter wasn't marked by 
default for new users. 

Manufacturing 

 SSTG-8VG93N - Negative balance could occur in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure if the same 
material were linked twice on a Manufacturing order. 

 JLIN-9KGJ2H - The alternatives Show only material without shortage and Show only complete orders didn’t 
work in the Pick List (manufacturing) procedure if you had the Setting Block for stock rep. that generates 
a neg. bal, also at location level? activated. 

 JLIN-9RWHBT - It wasn’t always the newest manufacturing orders that were used in the Post Calculation 
Selection procedure, if you had selected to post calculate incorporated S-parts. 

 JLIN-9SAE6E - FIFO became incorrect when you had Stock withdrawal and Transfer to stock in the same 
reporting in the Comprehensive Reporting procedure. This error could only occur in systems with 
Adaptation 406. 

 CSIG-9SSHCL - Report number didn’t have enough space in the list in the Material Clearance procedure. 
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 SSÖG-9ST9V5 - EDI export in the Print Delivery Schedules - Subcontract procedure could double the 
rows in the export file. 

 JLIN-9T6GR5 - A program error occurred when you didn’t have rights to the procedures and you tried to 
link to the Operation Reporting, Report Goods Location and Print Transport Labels procedures from 
the Manufacturing Order Info procedure. 

 CSIG-9T7HHF - Re-sorting of material rows by using drag-and-drop didn’t work properly in the 

Preparation procedure. 

 TBOL-9T8EWY - Large Structure parts caused a program error in the Consists of (Structure List) 
procedure. 

 JLIN-9T8HHB - Selection button for Manufacturing order was missing in the Rejection List procedure. 

 JLIN-9TGANH - Project number wasn’t displayed when you opened the Manufacturing Order Info 
procedure. 

Purchase 

 JLIN-9Q3JM4 - When there was a Purchase order suggestion on a Part to an active Supplier, an empty form 
for that Part was printed to all other Suppliers linked to that Part. The XML file for these empty Delivery 
schedules contained the same quantity as the Purchase order suggestion to the active Supplier. 

 JLIN-9RDERY - The forms Modified Purchase Order, Delivery note (purchase), Order confirmation 
(purchase) and Purchase Request of the type Crystal Reports couldn’t display Your part number on tool 
rows (row type 9). 

 ÖBRN-9RXKV2 - A new check box, Zero invoices, is added in the Accounts Payable Ledger procedure. By 
default the check box is unchecked, which means that invoices with 0.00 amount is no longer displayed in 
the list. 

 ÖBRN-9S9DFU - If you selected Approve - Forward on an invoice where the Amount limit to the Signer was 
exceeded, the invoice was forwarded directly to the Signer instead of to the Head signer. 

 KFTM-9SQCHE - The Quantity on Foreign currency was booked with incorrect amount if you used the 
Confirmation LB / FB procedure. 

 LAHM-9SQGZY - News: Now it’s possible to update Payment form, Payee code/Payment method, Charge 
code and Allocation code in the Supplier List procedure, list type International pmts. This simplifies mass 
updates and adjustments of Supplier’s International payments settings. 

 JLIN-9SSJ4T - Unit wasn’t translated to the supplier’s language when you created Purchase orders from the 
Purchase Order Suggestion procedure. 

 JLÖR-9SXKSR - The button for selecting an alternate Delivery address didn’t work in the Blanket Order - 
Purchase procedure. 

 LREM-9SYEUK - If you in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure linked a Subcontract purchase to a 
supplier invoice and added a Package row in the linking window, the Package row could be incorrectly 
coded. 

 LAHM-9T2HTG - It was difficult to save invoices and create EIM images in the Import supplier invoice 
procedure, if the Supplier code in the file contained too many characters. 

 LAHM-9T6EQ5 - An error message was displayed if you final coded a Supplier invoice (dated previous year) 
in the first open period after a year switch, when the last period in the previous year was closed. 

 KFTM-9T6KAT - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you confirmed payments in the Confirmation 
LB / FB procedure. 

 JLIN-9TKLQK - If you sent the Crystal Reports form Delivery note (purchase) by e-mail from the Print 
Purchase Order procedure, the form got the heading "Order confirmation" instead of "Delivery note". 
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Sales 

 JLÖR-9JFBTZ - If you added search form rows on Customer code in the Delivery List procedure, the 
search form row Period incorrectly moved to the search form row Location. 

 CSIG-9R6JZP - Info menu link to the Update Product Register procedure was missing from the 
Resource Planning procedure. 

 CSIG-9RQJK7 - The service order has to be saved before you can open the Resource Planning window in 
the Register Service Order procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9RVA6L - There could be empty pages in printouts of list type Log in the Invoicing Log procedure. 

 SSÖG-9RWB4C - It was possible to delete order rows in the Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure, 
even if delivery notes were printed when the order was picked. 

 FOHN-9S2LKK - When several customer orders to the same customer, with the same dock code and 
comprehensive invoice, but with different customer code invoice, the orders got the same delivery note 
number in all of the EDI list types in the Pick List procedure. This required you to adjust the invoice bases 
before you could create invoices. 

 JLIN-9SABJ4 - You got incorrect setup price on Customer order rows if you changed price list manually on 
an order row. This error could occur if you had activated the Setting Use setup prices on parts per 
customer/supplier/price list?. 

 SWIO-9SJCJQ - The warning regarding negative balance was incorrectly displayed in the list type Pick list 
in the Delivery List procedure. 

 LAHM-9SKAUJ - Some fields are blocked for changes on the invoice basis in the Register Invoices 
Directly procedure, if you at the same time have it open in the Print Invoices procedure. 

 FOHN-9SQDX6 - MyPack didn’t get Cash on delivery selected if the payment term was Cash on delivery. 

 FOHN-9SQGUH - The window size wasn’t correct in the Print Transport Labels and Print EDI Transport 
Labels procedures. 

 FOHN-9SQH9F - The tab order in the Print Shipping Documents procedure is changed. Tab from the 
field S-agent will open the Basic data tab instead of the field Shipment number. 

 AFOG-9SRHFJ - Export of shipping data to Memnon and Unifaun was put on hold and had to wait until the 
import of Delivery schedules was done. These exports and imports can now be done simultaneously if the 
EDI link for shipping advice doesn't have EDI Data activated. 

 LAHM-9SRJD4 - Price each could be incorrect on the Polish comprehensive invoice if the setting Decimals 
under "Each" on orders/quotes/invoices was set on 4 decimals and several rows had 5 decimals in the Price 
each. 

 KFTM-9SRK9H - If you used the arrow buttons, you could get extra fields in the right part of the window in 
printout procedures. 

 MWIK-9SWBLR - List type Order simulated price in the Price List  Sales didn’t work. 

 LAHM-9SXK8H - A program error occurred if you used EDI invoices and exported a factoring file in format 
CUSIN (format 148/149) at the same time. This error could occur in the Reprint Prior Invoices and Print 
EDI Invoices procedures. 

 JLÖR-9SYJ9M - A program error occurred in the Register Customer Order procedure if you entered a 
Part number that had a supplier link on a Transfer profile. This error could only occur in systems with the 
supplement MONITOR Customer Order Transfer. 

 JLIN-9SZDGV - Total list types in the Invoice Basis procedure displayed same order number, customer 
code, part number, delivery note no and product group on several rows. 

 KFTM-9T6CXT - If you wanted to show Currencies in the Invoicing Log procedure, incorrect amount was 
displayed. 
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 LREM-9T6HQ8 - The Setting Change transport/printout date to today's date when printing? that is used for 
the Print Shipping Documents procedure stopped working when you updated to MONITOR version 8.0. 

 JLIN-9T6J5J - The warning "NOTE! This text is used in several places!" wasn’t displayed on Pick instructions 
in the Update Part - Sales and Update Customer procedures. 

 FOHN-9T7K3V - It wasn’t possible to add Parts with long part numbers by using the key board in the 
Delivery List procedure. 

 LAHM-9T7KSN - MONITOR shut down with a program error if you changed currency on an invoice basis 
with an Invoicing plan. 

 LAHM-9T9CBA - Some fields in the Invoice Basis procedure are blocked for editing on the invoice basis, if 
you also have it open in the Print Invoices procedure. 

 AFOG-9TCBMH - The Print Transport Labels (Sales) procedure window was wider than the maximum 
permitted width when the right part of the procedure was open. 

 SSÖG-9TCGF9 - If you made a manual delivery reporting in the Delivery Reporting procedure followed 
by Print Delivery Note (Delivered), the delivery note number wasn’t displayed in the delivery log. 

 SSÖG-9TCJ3M - If you entered a Customer manually and created a Delivery Schedule manually in the 
Import EDI Delivery Schedules procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 LAHM-9TDAVH - PayEx invoice forms didn’t have any footer. 

 FPEN-9TEDQA - It wasn’t possible to sort on price in some lists in the Price List - Sales procedure when 
Price date under List type was activated in the Search form. 

 SSÖG-9TFAMR - If you dropped two consecutive XML files on the Rows tab in the Register Customer 
Order procedure, the text on the rows got incorrect color and Part numbers disappeared on existing rows. 

 AFOG-9TFJ6V - Irrelevant characters and messages could be displayed when you opened the Package 
Management procedure. 

 KFTM-9TTK5A - If you registered a new Customer with sales within EU and the sales should be reported in 
the EC Sales List, the value of the sales wasn’t included. 

 KFTM-9TUKZW - The footer on Crystal Reports invoices was incorrect. 

Inventory 

 JLIN-9R6HPJ - Comments were copied to rows without Comments in the Unplanned Stock Movement 
procedure. 

 MWIK-9RADKH - If lead time was set on the Default values tab in the Register Basic Data procedure, the 
Plan. date could be incorrect on the Activities tab in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 CSIG-9RGDY6 - The new updateable list types in the Product Register List weren’t displayed with a 
diskette symbol and tooltip in the Search form. 

 CSIG-9RHBR6 - News: Stock orders also will be displayed on the Events tab in the Update Product 
Register procedure. 

 CSIG-9RHDE8 - Purchase orders for service orders of the type Installation will also be saved on the Service 
tab in the Update Product Register procedure. 

 JLIN-9RPDPD - It wasn’t possible to delete table rows on the Extra info tab in the Register 

Nonconformity procedure. 

 JLIN-9RVC4E - The nonconformity types were displayed untranslated in the PopUp in the Register 
Nonconformity procedure. 

 JLIN-9SGGS5 - Save as... didn’t work in the Register Nonconformity procedure. 

 JLIN-9SGHAJ - It wasn’t possible to preview Nonconformities in the Part Info procedure. 
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 JLIN-9SGK67 - The Part Import procedure made a currency conversion if the currency on the 
supplier/customer differed from the Company currency. 

 CSIG-9SKHFK - A program error occurred when the cursor was moved over the Close button in the 
Preparation window that can be opened from the Part Info procedure. 

 SWIO-9SKK96 - The Physical Inventory Difference procedure didn’t take any notice to the alternatives 
Use standard unit and another price list than Standard price. 

 MWIK-9SPGMH - If you cleared the Location field from data and used tab to move to the next field in the 
Physical Inventory List Reporting procedure, MONITOR shut down with a program error. 

 JLIN-9SPKDZ - If you had a Selection activated, it was displayed in the preliminary list that was showed 
after Display list in the Run Netting procedure. The calculation was however only made on the "regular" 
selection made in the Search Form. 

 FOHN-9SQEAZ - The default service wasn’t set to Expresspaket from the Delivery method, if you used 
Stock order as Source of info in the Print Shipping Documents procedure. 

 MWIK-9SWD5M - If you had selected Show -> CDT on the Info menu in the Part Info procedure, this 
selection wasn’t saved. 

 CSIG-9SXAJF - The dates in the columns Pl.del.date and A. del.date became incorrect in the Product 
Register List procedure. 

 JLIN-9TCGEU - SO mark-up exception didn’t work if you had it set to 0 %, the SO mark-up was included in 
the WIP List procedure. 

 JLIN-9TCKUM - Find-as-you-Type (FayT) for parts with Pick location was missing in the Refill Pick 
Location procedure. 

 SWIO-9TFH5G - The Calculate Mean Price procedure couldn’t calculate mean price by using supplier 
price if some posts were missing in the database table artikel_kopa. Then the supplier link with the linked 
price on the part wasn’t found and therefore no supplier price. 

Workshop Info 

 JLIN-9SRBU2 - News: Now it’s possible to see the Revision comment by using a button on the Information 
tab in the Start work mode in the Recording Terminal procedure. 

 JLÖR-9SXHM7 - In the Recording Terminal procedure employees or machines without schedules couldn't 
clock in on work that lasted several days. 

 JLIN-9SXKXB - If you deleted an Absence record that was outside the scheduled time and was coded to 
give Comp, the Comp balance became incorrect. This could for instance occur for an Official business 
outside normal working hours that was coded with Overtime comp. 

 SWIO-9SYDQQ - It could during certain circumstances be impossible to finish an indirect work in the 
Recording Terminal procedure. This mainly affected computers with Windows 8 operating system. 

 JLIN-9T6HSQ - When you exported salary files to Personec L, there could be too many absence posts in the 
salary file. 

 JLIN-9TCLFV - Batch reporting of material didn’t work properly in the Recording Terminal procedure if 
you had multiple units on the material and the Work Center was set on Report material using standard 

units. 

Accounting 

 LREM-9R8F4K - The Total in the Polish report in the Balance Report procedure could be incorrect if you 
had classified the list on Account. 

 MSÖT-9RPD7Z - If you insert a row on an Invoicing plan linked to a Customer order, it is mandatory to 
enter a service code for the inserted row. 
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 MSÖT-9RPEHQ - If you used list type Cost/income classified on Seller in the Project Summary procedure, 
the total of incomes in the third column could be incorrect. 

 MSÖT-9RWC4T - MONITOR could shut down with a program error if you started a new calculation in the 
Project Summary procedure, list type Time check classified on Cost type. 

 ÖBRN-9SGLHF - Incorrect balance was displayed when you printed the General ledger from the Balance 
Info procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9SJC99 - This only applies to systems used in Poland: A new list is added in the Print VAT Report 
procedure with list type Sales. The report is called VAT 7 EU Purchase and specifies the Output VAT on 
registered EU Supplier invoices. The report’s content is identical to the list type Purchase, VAT 7, EU. 

 ÖBRN-9SRGBM - News: This applies to systems used in Poland. A button Accounting order is added in the 
Register Payments procedure. This button displays how all payments shall be coded before you save. 

 MSÖT-9SSAXR - Number of characters on name on incomes and costs are limited to 35 characters in the 
Register Basic Data (Project) procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9SXHS4 - VAT amount and VAT code became incorrect when linking Subcontract purchase invoices 
in the Register Supplier Invoice procedure. This error could only occur in systems with Adaptation 161 
(Poland). 

 KFTM-9SZJU7 - It wasn’t possible to use the Revaluate Ledgers procedure if you use Finnish language. 

 SHYS-9SZK8A - News: Now there is a new format for export of the Swedish VAT report to file. The format 
is 224 and can be selected in the EDI Links procedure. This format is updated due to the new import VAT 
reporting to the Swedish Tax Agency. 

 MSVK-9TEGMF - This only applies to systems used in Estonia: The KMD INF report displayed incorrect VAT 
amount if you registered a not fully deductible Supplier invoice. The KMD INF report didn’t use the 
information entered in the VAT deduction field. 

 KFTM-9TFKFQ - News: Now you can select BAS 2015 and BAS 2015 Mini in the standard chart of accounts. 

 KFTM-9TLB2R - The entire voucher text wasn’t displayed in the Print Journal procedure. 

General Settings 

 JLIN-9RLHCF - It wasn’t possible to save terms with Number of days set to zero (0) on the Delivery times 
tab in the Terms and Conditions procedure. 

 JELA-9SQGF5 - During certain circumstances could problems occur if you started the Form generation 
before the Start page was loaded. 

 AFOG-9SRB2Q - If you selected re-start of MONITOR after form generation, MONITOR shut down instead. 

Management Accounting 

 SHYS-9RXEHZ - It wasn’t possible to select Part type M/S as coding method for Calculation diff in the 
Posterior Coding procedure. 

 ÖBRN-9SPL3P - Other terms set on part number in the Update Coding Method procedure didn’t work in 
the Posterior Coding procedure. 

Product Configurator 

 CSIG-9SKBXT - The Instruction configuration (IC) from the Update Configuration Group procedure 
wasn’t transferred to the Manufacturing order. 
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